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1. What is the difference between an ad and add?
2. How many calls do you receive each day?
3. When would you have to apologize?
4. Do you prefer to bathe or to shower?
5. What annoys you the most?
6. To what organizations do you belong?
7. How is a buzz different from a bang?
8. Have you ever burned anything?
9. Name three things that bounce.
10.What is the difference between a wink and a blink?
11.Show us how to bat our eyes.
12.Show us how to blot up a spill.
13.What is something that would make you blush?
14.What is the last thing you borrowed?
15.Name 3 things you have to brush.
16. Is there a difference between boasting and bragging?
17.How many breaths do you take each minute?
18.Who is a person you admire?
19.What is something you will never be able to afford?
20.What kind of people do you try to avoid?
21.What attracted you to your wife/husband/girlfriend/boyfriend?
22.At what time of day are you most alert?
23.What is something you would never allow your children to do?
24.What kind of animal do you try to avoid?
25.What did you use to beg your parents for when you were small?
26.Were you a well-behaved child?
27.What noise is most annoying?
28. In your country, is it acceptable to walk around in bare feet?
29. In your country, is it acceptable for women to bare their heads?
30.Have you ever had a laundry accident involving bleach?
31.Do you bruise easily?
32.Name 3 things that you would boil before eating.

Verb Pronunciation Quiz: Circle the word you hear.

1. attack  attach
2. back  bake
3. ban  bang
4. bleach bless
5. blind  blink
6. boil  blot
7. bore  borrow
8. bruise brush
9. bomb  burn
10. blush  brush
11. blot  bolt
12. bomb  bump
13. admire amuse



14. attempt attach
15. attract attack
16. afford  avoid
17. attempt attack
18. buzz  bruise
19. breathe bathe
20. choke check

Idioms with Verbs. Pick the best answer.

If you added fuel to the fire, you would do something that:
1-made you look hot
2-made a bad situation worse
3-would make your car go faster

If you are afraid of your own shadow you are:
1-easily frightened
2-afraid of the dark
3-afraid to walk in the sunshine

If the man was armed to the teeth it means he:
1-had false teeth
2-needed braces
3-had lots of weapons on him

If your friend is as cool as a cucumber, she:
1-likes to eat salads with fresh vegetables
2-stays calm even in tense situations
3-gets cold easily

If a store clerk tells you something is back ordered, it means.
1-the merchandise is in the back
2-the merchandise hasn’t been ordered
3-the merchandise has been ordered, but hasn’t arrived

If you are back to square one, you:
1-have to start over from the beginning
2-turn your back on someone
3-old fashioned

You might tell someone they are barking up the wrong tree, if
1-their dog is making too much noise
2-you are too busy to help someone
3-you are being accused of something you did not do


